Make a Cornhusk Doll
When the first Pilgrims arrived on the Mayflower, their numbers included 33
children (32 who had boarded in England, and one baby born along the
way!). In the rough conditions of the New World, children had a lot of
responsibility and not a lot of time to play. Their families depended on them
to do important chores that had to be done daily. Still, from the records and
objects they left behind, we know that Pilgrim kids loved to have fun when
they could!
Here is a cornhusk doll craft that originated with the Pilgrims' new
neighbors, the Wampanoag Indians. With a few gung-ho kids, you can
make a whole family of these classic toys!

What You Need:
About 6 broad, long pieces of dried cornhusk, about 2" x 8" each.
(You can often find them in the "ethnic food" section of your local grocery store; they are sold in
packages for use in making tamales)
Pail of warm water
1 yard of natural colored raffia ribbon or jute string
Scissors
What to Do:
1. When you pick up the dried cornhusks, you'll notice that they are stiff and brittle. Soften them by
placing them in the pail of warm water and let them soak for at least an hour.
2. Pull out four of the cornhusks, selecting ones that are particularly sturdy and well formed. Stack
them on top of one another. With a small piece of the raffia ribbon or jute string, tie the husks

together by their narrow ends, like this:
3. Sticking your hand underneath where you have just tied the cornhusks together, separate the top
two from the bottom ones, and bend the cornhusks up and over the tied string, like this:

4. Use another piece of raffia or string to tie the cornhusks about one inch below this folded top.
Congratulations: you have just made the head of your doll! It should look like this:

5. Now select two more corn husks; these may be a little shorter. Place them on top of each other,
and roll them up. Use the string or raffia to tie a knot at each end of your roll. This piece will be your
doll's arms, and the short piece at the end of each arm is the hand!
6. Take your doll head and body piece, and slide the arm tube between the layers of corn husk
underneath the head, as shown below. Then take an 8" piece of string or raffia and tie the husks
together just under the arms, to create a "waist" for your doll, like this:

7. To make a "shirt," pull out another piece of corn husk, drape it around the doll's shoulders, and
cross it off on the doll's chest. Tie it off at the doll's waist with a bow, like this:

8. Do you want this to be a boy or a girl doll? If you want a girl, fluff out the "skirt" a bit, and you're
done! If you want a boy, split the cornhusks below your doll's waist into two sections to make legs.
Tie them off at the ankles the way you tied off the doll's arms...and then be proud of this classic

harvest time craft!
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